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ABSTRACT  
Cloud computing technologies getting importance with a high level in security concern .In a domain of 

private, public or government organization. It shows new aspect for transparency. The main issue that Cloud 

computing provides transparency, but sharing of resources at different level in distributed scheme has severe 

implications. When at sensitive or privacy-relevant data is concerned for most secure challenging task. In 

cloud computing ensure the data security in data access control is an effective way. The problem with 

unsecured cloud servers or the un trusted cloud servers, data access control to various vendors becomes a 

challenging and most unsecured issue in cloud storage systems in these days. However after user’s data or 

attribute revocation if we have to show the more security through re-encryption process .In the proposed 

method we uses certificate less encryption-based schemes by relying on a public cloud server. We have 

applied it as underlying techniques to design the data users and data access control scheme in process. We 

came to know that our certificate less encryption method can efficiently provide not only forward security but 

also backward security with more efficient way. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
As per today’s busy life people keep data on cloud servers, so security for it is main concern .This 

is only the main focus of this survey and method. Here are some modules which are Encryption 

module Decryption module Splitter module and joiner module are used to provide security at a higher 

level. Encryption is a technique in which we change the real content and mix with some code to 

provide more security to the data on cloud storage. There is some private key is used to encrypt the 

data. 
 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

Moving data into cloud servers provide great convenience to users because they don’t have to worry 

about data damage or complexity. It may have problem with hardware management and security and 

privacy in case of private cloud. As per availability of different vendors it’s very easy. There are 

several pioneers of Cloud Computing vendors available in market as an example widely service 

provider Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) and Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3). 
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Current available cloud vendors provide huge amounts of storage space. It is customizable computing 

resources, and some data vendors take responsibility of data maintenance at the same time, but the 

security is still a major concern in case of public cloud. Where different work should be done to 

provide assurance for data security. 

 

One task is encrypted data can be re-encrypted again to provide higher level of security in process of 

data security providing scheme. In a process of decryption with use of the public key we can have 

easily get the decrypted data. We have to process on original data to do that. Hence security to the 

data is provided with same concept. In the process before encryption first the original data get split 

into small chunks with the help of Splitter module on same environment. The encryption method 

helps to store data on cloud storage with more secure and specific message in coded form to achieve 

more security. In the method of decryption process follows all the files decrypted chunks get joined 

together with the use of the Joiner module, which gives data with correct ways. It has shown specific 

data in specific manner. Basic method in attribute revocation method means to get or to revoke the 

original data which is encrypted with use of module. Basic concept of Multi-authority cloud storage 

means multiple users can use the data to store and download from the cloud. With different 

techniques we can provide security. In same concern a way higher level of security is provided in 

cloud storage in challengeable world. 

 

In this paper author explained an attribute- based encryption scheme. It is without the trusted 

authority, and an anonymous key issuing protocol in cloud. In appropriate approach author ensured 

that their work gives practice-oriented attribute based encryption system with use of extensive 

approach. In paper author has reviewed the motivation behind the use of the trusted central authority 

(CA) method to avoid data security problem in cloud environment .It shows how to avoid that. 

 

In a paper the important concept mentioned by author that in a multi-authority ABE scheme. In paper 

scheme shows separate attribute authorities monitor or judge in a different sets of attributes with 

concern of user’s data in cloud storage environment. Here it issues corresponding decryption keys to 

users. It require that a user obtain keys for data which has appropriate attributes from respective each 

authority before the decrypting a message in same with user’s data on same servers. 

 

In paper author has studied detail approach of a multi- authority ABE scheme. This method uses the 

concepts of a trusted central authority (CA) and also global identifiers (GID) 

 

,but the CA in that construction has the power to decrypt every cipher text. This found that the 

contradiction to the main goal of distributing control. It helps over many potentially untrusting 

authorities on given cloud services. In the process of application the use of a consistent GID allowed 

to the authorities for combine their information. It helps to build a detail profile with all of a user's 

attributes. It unnecessarily compromises the privacy of the user. Author has proposed a new method 

which helps to removes the trusted central authority. It also protects all useful data in the system. It is 

with the user’s privacy with concern data by preventing the authorities from getting their secure 

information with basic detail in the environment. This method is different so ABE is more usable 

practice in environment. 

 

In authors approach with new proposed an expressive and efficient method. In a design of method 

revocable data access control is explained for multi -authority cloud storage in cloud environment. 
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There are many authorities who present and each authority can issue attributes independently with 

separate concern. Author has mentioned that data access control in paper is an effective way to make 

ensure that the data security in the cloud environment with user’s data. In the process of data 

outsourcing and untrusting cloud servers plays important role. The data access control protocol 

becomes a challenging issue in cloud storage environment. This is mainly bigger task to provide the 

safe data use. The Cipher text-Policy Attribute-based Encryption (CP - ABE) method is considered as 

one of the most suitable methods. This method for data access control in cloud storage, because it 

gives direct control to user with more direct policies in the specific area. In process of taking control 

it is difficult to directly apply existing scheme of CP - ABE schemes to data access control for cloud 

storage in 

computing environment because of the attribute revocation problem of user’s data. Author 

specifically proposed a revocable multi- authority CP - ABE scheme in this paper. It as the 

underlying techniques to design the data access control scheme over the cloud storage sensitiveness. 

The method of attribute revocation can efficiently achieve both forward security and backward 

security in safe condition. In paper analysis and simulation results shows that access control scheme 

is more secure in the random oracle mode. It is more secure and efficient than previous works which 

have done. 

 

In paper author has studied the problem of Confidentiality in detail and also Integrity of data storage 

in cloud computing environment .He has proposed an efficient and secure protocol with the use of 

ECC and Sobol sequence method. In paper it explain in detail with process mainly suitable with 

example for thin users who have less resources to explain and limited computing capability scheme in 

cloud computing. This paper also supports dynamic data operations in given method. The given 

scheme satisfies the all security and performance requirements of cloud data storage with sufficient 

concern. The method also supports public verifiability that enables TPA. 

 

  As TPA work with the data guarantee is the most important part .The research explained with 

well method to perform the operations. It verifies the integrity of data in a given scheme. It retrieving 

data without original data from the server and probability detects data corruptions in all process. 

 

In the paper author has shown a novel method. The patient-centric framework for data access control 

to Personal Health Records (PHRs) which is stored in semi trusted servers in cloud environment. In 

paper author uses a method ABE. This method helps to achieve scalable data access control for 

PHRs, with use of attribute-based encryption (ABE) techniques to encrypt patient’s PHR file in 

stored platform. Many data at a same time this method is used. The scenario for data outsourcing and 

divides the users in the PHR system which is used. In multiple security domains that reduces the 

management complexity for owners and users data on storage. In paper author first mentioned that 

although Personal health record (PHR) is new emerging patient-centric architecture of health 

information sharing. This is regularly outsourced to be stored at a third party. It is stored on cloud 

providers but there have been wide privacy concerns as personal health information could be exposed 

to those third party servers. It provides to unauthorized parties in the different environment. The 

explained method provides high degree of patient privacy in system. It also enables dynamic 

modification of access policies or file attributes in data. It basically supports efficient on-demand 

users attribute revocation at any point. Finally the author has done extensive analytical and 
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experimental results. All results showed the security concern in paper. At a same time method is 

scalable and efficient in given scheme. 

 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM  
In the proposed scheme an effective and flexible distributed scheme is used to prove scheme. 

Here splitter and joiner used for security purpose in explanation. The scheme uses explicit dynamic 

data support to provide data security. The correctness of user and user’s data in the cloud 

environment provides in system. It provides more security compare to normal security. We are 

depended on basic of erasure correcting code for the storage preparation to provide redundancies in 

system. It provides the guarantee the data dependability. We have proposed a scheme with detail 

where our goal is to build basic up a repository to facilitate the data integration to keep target in top 

achievement. It also provides sharing across cloud along with preservation of data sensitive 

confidentiality and user’s sensitive data. To get a target we have uses an encryption technique. It 

provides us with data security in system on data storage in cloud environment. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 3.1 Architecture diagram 

  
Encryption: 
 

This file takes metadata file as input and encrypt file. We are using AES algorithm for 

encryption. 

 
 

  DOWNLOAD MODULES: 
 
File Joiner: 
 

While downloading any image file joiner get the location of image that is location of splitted 

file with the help of metadata file. 
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Decryption: 
 

This module is sub module of File joiner, file joiner module passes the encrypted metadata file 

to decryption module and this module decrypt the file and pass the file to file joiner and then file 

joiner get the information about chunks and joins the chunks and then joined file is a image that user 

requested to download. 

 

 

4. RESULT AND ANALYSIS  
We have taken execution time as parameter for result, various images were considered with 

different sizes and for each image of different size the total compression time and splitting time were 

calculated for images of different sizes. As the table 4.1 shows various images with different storage 

size in KB and respective execution time for each image 
 

Image Size (KB) Execution time 

Allante 130 156 

Imagerain 256 203 

Sounchy 319 297 

Violin 455 302 

 

 
 Table 4.1 Execution time for compression 

 

1. UPLOAD MODULE 
 

1.1File Compressor: 
 

This module takes image as input and compresses the image using DCT algorithm. 
 
1.2 File Splitter: 
 

This module take image as input and split it into 10 chunks 

 

Graph : Execution time for compression 
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 Table :Execution time for splitting 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Graph: Execution time for splitting 

 

5. CONCLUSION: 

 
With concern of data security many organizations are worried about that so main task is to 

provide security and privacy of confidential data. We have explained with use of examples to find 

result such as the documents, data sheets, digital media object. It is the necessary and important way 

to give guarantee about data confidentiality. We have shown that data integrity and privacy is 

achieved with given method. 
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